


Treasures Once Owned by Michael Jackson

1: To Neverland! Peter Pan, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson USD 30,000 - 40,000

To Neverland! Peter Pan, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson.Sculptor: T. de Matteis, 20th Century, 45" x 36" (114 x 91 cm), signed on
base, variegated patinated bronze statue.As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired many beautiful objects, joyfully decorating
his fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the entertainer's enormous global popularity, he
had virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured objects. He was particularly fond of bronze sculpted figures, many of
which could be found on the grounds of his ranch. This sculpture is particularly noteworthy as it brings the fictitious world of Peter
Pan to the grounds of Michael's ranch, appropriately named after the imaginary island in the story. In 2009, a major auction of
Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there was great excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose
however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan,
however, did not give up. Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire
this figure and the approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that
these objects are the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The
Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 61Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from Southern
California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper for a quote.

2: Copper Umbrella Stand, ex. Michael Jackson USD 2,000 - 3,000

Copper Umbrella Stand, ex. Michael Jackson.20th Century, height 40" (102 cm) diameter 16" (40 cm), umbrella shaped, with
embossed design all over.As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired many beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his fabled
ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had virtually
unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured objects. Michael often left his home with an umbrella in hand to protect him from
both the public and harmful rays of sun. In 2009, a major auction of Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there
was great excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans
around the world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan, however, did not give up. Determined to own some of Michael's
treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire this figure and the approximately sixty five other sculptures in
this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that these objects are the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop"
Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot
217Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with a
recommended shipper for a quote.

3: Statuette of Minnie Mouse, ex. Michael Jackson USD 1,000 - 1,500

Statuette of Minnie Mouse, ex. Michael Jackson.10" x 8" x 6" (25.4 x 20 x 15 cm), brightly colored plastic statuette of the classic
Disney character, Minnie Mouse.As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired many beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his
fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had
virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured objects. He was particularly fond of Disney and sculpted figures, many of
which could be found around his ranch. In 2009, a major auction of Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there
was great excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans
around the world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan, however, did not give up. Determined to own some of Michael's
treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire this figure and the approximately sixty five other sculptures in
this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that these objects are the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop"
Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot
1035Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with a
recommended shipper for a quote.

4: Braving the Storm, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson USD 5,000 - 8,000

Braving the Storm, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson. Sculptor: X. Raphanel (French, 20th Century), 25" x 11.5" (63.5 x 29 cm), bronze
statue of a sailor at the helm.As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired many beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his fabled
ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had virtually
unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured objects. He was particularly fond of bronze sculpted figures, many of which could
be found on the grounds of his ranch. In 2009, a major auction of Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there
was great excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans
around the world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan, however, did not give up. Determined to own some of Michael's
treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire this figure and the approximately sixty five other sculptures in
this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that these objects are the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop"
Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot
641Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with a
recommended shipper for a quote.
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Treasures Once Owned by Michael Jackson

5: Statue of Girl Sewing, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson USD 8,000 - 12,000

Statue of Girl Sewing, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson.20th Century, height 30" (76 cm), statue of a seated girl sewing, bronze with
colored patination.As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired many beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and
amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had virtually unlimited
funds with which to purchase treasured objects. He was particularly fond of bronze sculpted figures, many of which could be found
on the grounds of his ranch. In 2009, a major auction of Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there was great
excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the
world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan, however, did not give up. Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he
pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire this figure and the approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction
from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that these objects are the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction
ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 415Please
note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper
for a quote.

6: Pair of Malachite Candelabras, ex. Michael Jackson USD 60,000 - 80,000

Pair of Malachite and Gilt Candelabras,ex. Michael Jackson.Height 62" (157.5 cm), pair of malachite and gilt metal nine light
candelabra with elongated urn form, featuring figural mounts with foliage, flowers, dolphin, and shell bases.As "The King of Pop,"
Michael Jackson acquired many beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara
County, California. Due to the entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase
treasured objects. Michael adorned his home with many ornate and outspoken antiques which he would buy on extravagant
shopping sprees at the finest antique dealers, such as this pair of malachite and gilt candelabras. In 2009, a major auction of
Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there was great excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose
however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan,
however, did not give up. Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire
this figure and the approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that
these objects are the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The
Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 634Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from
Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper for a quote.

7: "Out of the Best Books," Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson USD 2,000 - 3,000

"Out of the Best Books," Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson.Sculptor: Blair Muhlestein (American, 20th century), 28" x 12" x 17" (71 x 30.5
x 43 cm), #11/50, colored patinated bronze figure of boy perched in tree.As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired many
beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the
entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured objects. He was
particularly fond of bronze sculpted figures, many of which could be found on the grounds of his ranch. In 2009, a major auction of
Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there was great excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose
however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan,
however, did not give up. Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire
this figure and the approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that
these objects are the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The
Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 499Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from
Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper for a quote.

8: "Born to Run," Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson USD 4,000 - 6,000

"Born to Run," Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson.Sculptor: Lorenzo Ghiglieri (American, 20th Century), dated 1986, 11" x 26" x 10" (28 x
66 x 25.4 cm), "Born to Run" features a bronze horse and her calf in a gallop.As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired many
beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the
entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured objects. He was
particularly fond of bronze sculpted figures, many of which could be found on the grounds of his ranch. In 2009, a major auction of
Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there was great excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose
however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan,
however, did not give up. Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire
this figure and the approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that
these objects are the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The
Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 667Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from
Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper for a quote.
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Treasures Once Owned by Michael Jackson

9: Pair of Child and Putto, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson USD 30,000 - 40,000

Pair of Child and Putto, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson.63" x 36" x 36" (160 x 91.4 x 91.4 cm), pair of patinated bronze of children
dancing with a putto releasing a bird on a shell-covered base, with illegible stamp on each base.As "The King of Pop," Michael
Jackson acquired many beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara County,
California. Due to the entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured
objects. He was particularly fond of bronze sculpted figures, many of which could be found on the grounds of his ranch. In 2009, a
major auction of Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there was great excitement over the coming event. Legal
issues arose however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the world were terribly disappointed. One
passionate fan, however, did not give up. Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end,
was able to acquire this figure and the approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It
is believed that these objects are the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's
Auctions; The Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 25Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship
from Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper for a quote.

10: Life size Street Urchin, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson USD 18,000 - 24,000

Life-sized Street Urchin, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson.Sculptor: T. de Matteis, 48" x 19" x 27" (122 x 48 x 68.5 cm), variegated
patinated statue featuring a boy in ill-fitting clothes playing a makeshift percussion instrument, signed "T. de Matteis."As "The King of
Pop," Michael Jackson acquired many beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara
County, California. Due to the entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase
treasured objects. He was particularly fond of bronze sculpted figures, many of which could be found on the grounds of his ranch. In
2009, a major auction of Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there was great excitement over the coming
event. Legal issues arose however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the world were terribly
disappointed. One passionate fan, however, did not give up. Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter
and in the end, was able to acquire this figure and the approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction from the Michael
Jackson Collection. It is believed that these objects are the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold.
Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 62Please note: Lots 1 - 35
and 51 - 80 will ship from Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper for a quote.

11: "Delights," Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson USD 3,000 - 4,000

"Delights," Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson.Sculptor: Ramon Parmenter (American, 20th Century), height 27.5" (70 cm), edition limited
to 74, bronze statue with colored patination of a little girl eating ice cream and holding three glass balloons.As "The King of Pop,"
Michael Jackson acquired many beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara
County, California. Due to the entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase
treasured objects. He was particularly fond of bronze sculpted figures, many of which could be found on the grounds of his ranch. In
2009, a major auction of Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there was great excitement over the coming
event. Legal issues arose however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the world were terribly
disappointed. One passionate fan, however, did not give up. Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter
and in the end, was able to acquire this figure and the approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction from the Michael
Jackson Collection. It is believed that these objects are the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold.
Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 293Please note: Lots 1 -
35 and 51 - 80 will ship from Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper for a quote.

12: Wandering Woman, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson USD 6,000 - 8,000

 Wandering Woman, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson.Sculptor: X. Raphanel (French, 20th Century), 25" x 9.4" (63.5 x 24 cm), bronze
statue of a woman in a peasant dress.As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired many beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his
fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had
virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured objects. He was particularly fond of bronze sculpted figures, many of which
could be found on the grounds of his ranch. In 2009, a major auction of Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner",
there was great excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson
fans around the world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan, however, did not give up. Determined to own some of
Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire this figure and the approximately sixty five other
sculptures in this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that these objects are the only items from the cancelled
"King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April
22-25, 2009, Lot 640Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact
with a recommended shipper for a quote.
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Treasures Once Owned by Michael Jackson

13: Cupid and Psyche, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson USD 40,000 - 60,000

Cupid and Psyche, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson.Sculptor: Pencel Debut, 20th Century, 81" x 33" x 30" (206 x 84 x 76 cm), bronze
statue of Cupid and Psyche, signed "Pencel Debut" on base.As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired many beautiful objects,
joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the entertainer's enormous
global popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured objects. He was particularly fond of bronze
sculpted figures, many of which could be found on the grounds of his ranch. In 2009, a major auction of Michael's possessions was
to be held. A true "headliner", there was great excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose however, and the auction was
cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan, however, did not give up.
Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire this figure and the
approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that these objects are the
only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The Collection of the King of
Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 534Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from Southern California. Guernsey's
can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper for a quote.

14: Southeast Asian Temple Gilt Model, ex. Michael Jackson USD 3,000 - 4,000

Southeast Asian Temple Gilt Model, ex. Michael Jackson.29" x 9" x 9" (61 x 23 x 23 cm), southeast Asian gilt metal model of a
temple with colored, beaded accents in a plexiglass case.As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired many beautiful objects,
joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the entertainer's enormous
global popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured objects. Michael adorned his home with many
ornate and outspoken antiques which he would buy on extravagant shopping sprees at the finest antique dealers, such as this gilt
temple model. In 2009, a major auction of Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there was great excitement over
the coming event. Legal issues arose however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the world were terribly
disappointed. One passionate fan, however, did not give up. Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter
and in the end, was able to acquire this figure and the approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction from the Michael
Jackson Collection. It is believed that these objects are the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold.
Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 210Please note: Lots 1 -
35 and 51 - 80 will ship from Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper for a quote.

15: Cupid with Bow and Arrow, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson USD 20,000 - 30,000

Cupid with Bow and Arrow, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson.R. Aurili (Italian, 19th Century), 41" x 33" (104 x 84 cm), bronze statue of
Cupid holding a bow and arrow.As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired many beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his
fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had
virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured objects. He was particularly fond of bronze sculpted figures, many of which
could be found on the grounds of his ranch. In 2009, a major auction of Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner",
there was great excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson
fans around the world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan, however, did not give up. Determined to own some of
Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire this figure and the approximately sixty five other
sculptures in this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that these objects are the only items from the cancelled
"King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April
22-25, 2009, Lot 673Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact
with a recommended shipper for a quote.

16: Young Boy and Companion, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson USD 40,000 - 60,000

Young Boy and Companion, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson.20th Century, 64" x 52" (162.5 x 132 cm), life-size bronze figural group of
a boy playing tug-of-war with a dog. Variegated brown patination.As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired many beautiful
objects, joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the entertainer's
enormous global popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured objects. He was particularly fond of
bronze sculpted figures, many of which could be found on the grounds of his ranch. In 2009, a major auction of Michael's
possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there was great excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose however, and
the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan, however, did not
give up. Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire this figure and
the approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that these objects are
the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The Collection of the King of
Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 129Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from Southern California. Guernsey's
can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper for a quote.
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Treasures Once Owned by Michael Jackson

17: Copper Horse Weathervane, ex. Michael Jackson USD 4,000 - 6,000

Copper Horse Weathervane, ex. Michael Jackson.20th Century, 18.8" x 29.9" x 8.5" (48 x 76 x 21.6 cm), copper with applied green
patination, broken front leg.As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired many beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his fabled
ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had virtually
unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured objects. Michael adorned his home with many ornate and outspoken antiques
which he would buy on extravagant shopping sprees at the finest antique dealers, such as this copper weathervane. In 2009, a major
auction of Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there was great excitement over the coming event. Legal issues
arose however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the world were terribly disappointed. One passionate
fan, however, did not give up. Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end, was able to
acquire this figure and the approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed
that these objects are the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The
Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 259Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from
Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper for a quote.

18: Crying Child and Snake, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson USD 15,000 - 25,000

Crying Child and Snake, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson.20th Century, 30.5" x 36" (77.5 x 91.5 cm), bronze statue of crying child
holding a staff in one hand, with a snake wrapped around the other, signed indistinctly on base.As "The King of Pop," Michael
Jackson acquired many beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara County,
California. Due to the entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured
objects. He was particularly fond of bronze sculpted figures, many of which could be found on the grounds of his ranch. In 2009, a
major auction of Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there was great excitement over the coming event. Legal
issues arose however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the world were terribly disappointed. One
passionate fan, however, did not give up. Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end,
was able to acquire this figure and the approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It
is believed that these objects are the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's
Auctions; The Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 469Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship
from Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper for a quote.

19: Tiger King, Bronze on Marble Base, ex. Michael Jackson USD 5,000 - 7,000

Tiger King, Bronze on Marble Base, ex. Michael Jackson.A. Bartelier (French 19th/20th Century), 14" x 30" x 8" (35.5 x 76 x 20 cm),
bronze tiger crouching on a marble base, signed on base.As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired many beautiful objects,
joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the entertainer's enormous
global popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured objects. He was particularly fond of bronze
sculpted figures, many of which could be found on the grounds of his ranch. In 2009, a major auction of Michael's possessions was
to be held. A true "headliner", there was great excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose however, and the auction was
cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan, however, did not give up.
Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire this figure and the
approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that these objects are the
only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The Collection of the King of
Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 642Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from Southern California. Guernsey's
can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper for a quote.

20: Three Children on a Bench, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson USD 4,000 - 6,000

Three Children on a Bench, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson.Sculptor: R. Tonti, 20th Century, height 9" (23 cm), bronze figural group
depicting three children on a bench, signed and dated "R. Tonti, 1930."As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired many
beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the
entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured objects. He was
particularly fond of bronze sculpted figures, many of which could be found on the grounds of his ranch. In 2009, a major auction of
Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there was great excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose
however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan,
however, did not give up. Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire
this figure and the approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that
these objects are the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The
Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 284Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from
Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper for a quote.
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Treasures Once Owned by Michael Jackson

21: Jolly Roger, gift from Liz Taylor, ex. Michael Jackson USD 30,000 - 40,000

Jolly Roger, gift from Elizabeth Taylor, ex. Michael Jackson.Large scale wooden model of a three mast tall ship with three deck stern
and canvas sales, 60" x 25" x 74" (154 x 66 x 190.5 cm) This wooden ship model, potentially depicting "Jolly Roger," Captain Hook's
ship from Peter Pan, is believed to have been given to Michael from his close friend and superstar, Elizabeth Taylor on the
occassion of a Christmas the two shared together, which was filmed by Fox. The two were known for giving one another extravagant
gifts including an elephant for Michael and a 17 karat diamond ring for Elizabeth amongst many other generous gifts. Footage of the
two opening gifts can be viewed in this Fox special, please contact Guernsey's for the link. As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson
acquired many beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due
to the entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured objects. In 2009, a
major auction of Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there was great excitement over the coming event. Legal
issues arose however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the world were terribly disappointed. One
passionate fan, however, did not give up. Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end,
was able to acquire this figure and the approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It
is believed that these objects are the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's
Auctions; The Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 941Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship
from Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper for a quote.

22: Boy Playing Hand Chime, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson USD 18,000 - 24,000

Boy Playing Hand Chime, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson.Sculptor: T. de Matteis, 20th Century, 50" x 28.5" (127 x 72 cm), variegated
patinated bronze statue featuring a boy in rags playing a makeshift hand chime. signed "T. de Matteis."As "The King of Pop," Michael
Jackson acquired many beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara County,
California. Due to the entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured
objects. He was particularly fond of bronze sculpted figures, many of which could be found on the grounds of his ranch. In 2009, a
major auction of Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there was great excitement over the coming event. Legal
issues arose however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the world were terribly disappointed. One
passionate fan, however, did not give up. Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end,
was able to acquire this figure and the approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It
is believed that these objects are the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's
Auctions; The Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 63Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship
from Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper for a quote.

23: "Gloria Victis," Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson USD 75,000 - 85,000

"Gloria Victis," Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson.Sculptor: Antonin Mercie (French, 19th Century), 99" x 58" (251.5 x 147.5 cm), parcel
gilt and bronze statue mounted on a black marble socle, signed "A. Mercie" on base.As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired
many beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the
entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured objects. He was
particularly fond of bronze sculpted figures, many of which could be found on the grounds of his ranch. In 2009, a major auction of
Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there was great excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose
however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan,
however, did not give up. Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire
this figure and the approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that
these objects are the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The
Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 297Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from
Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper for a quote.Mercie was an accomplished
French sculptor and painter, honored by the Paris Salon during his lifetime. In France, some of his greatest works can be found
adorning the Tuileries Garden, the Hotel de Ville, and the Musee d'Orsay. Mercie is known in America primarily for three monuments:
the Robert E. Lee Monument on Monument Avenue in Richmond, Virginia; his statue of the Marquis de Lafayette in Lafayette
Square, Washington, D.C.; and the Francis Scott Key Monument in Baltimore, Maryland.

24: Equestrian, Bronze on Marble Stand, ex. Michael Jackson USD 10,000 - 15,000

Equestrian, Bronze on Marble Stand, ex. Michael Jackson.Sculptor: Isidore Bonheur (French, 19th Century), 30" x 26" x 9.5" (76 x
66 x 24 cm), bronze equestrian statue on marble stand. Signed on base.As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired many
beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the
entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured objects. He was
particularly fond of bronze sculpted figures, many of which could be found on the grounds of his ranch. In 2009, a major auction of
Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there was great excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose
however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan,
however, did not give up. Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire
this figure and the approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that
these objects are the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The
Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 536Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from
Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper for a quote.Bonheur is best known as one of
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Treasures Once Owned by Michael Jackson

the 19th Century's most distinguished French animalier sculptors. Notable works were placed at the Chateau du Fontainebleau; the
entrance of the parc Georges-Brassens, Paris; Salon de la SociŽtŽ nationale des Beaux-Arts, Archives nationales, site de
Pierrefitte-sur-Seine; Musee des Beaux-Arts, Bordeaux; Musee d'Orsay, Paris; and various other museums.

25: Hat Boy Playing Castanets, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson USD 18,000 - 24,000

Hat Boy Playing Castanets, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson.Sculptor: T. de Matteis, 20th Century, 49.5"x 33.5" (126 x 85 cm), life-size
patinated bronze statue of marching boy in top hat playing two finger clappers.As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired many
beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the
entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured objects. He was
particularly fond of bronze sculpted figures, many of which could be found on the grounds of his ranch. In 2009, a major auction of
Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there was great excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose
however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan,
however, did not give up. Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire
this figure and the approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that
these objects are the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The
Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 60Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from Southern
California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper for a quote.

26: Pair of Gilt Tripods w Glass Bowls, ex. Michael Jackson USD 7,000 - 9,000

Pair of Gilt Tripods w Glass Bowls, ex. Michael Jackson.Height 35" diameter 14.5" (height 89 diameter 36.8 cm), pair of Neoclassical
style gilded figural tripod stands with decorative glass bowls.As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired many beautiful objects,
joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the entertainer's enormous
global popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured objects. Michael adorned his home with many
ornate and outspoken antiques which he would buy on extravagant shopping sprees at the finest antique dealers, such as these gilt
tripods with glass bowls. In 2009, a major auction of Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there was great
excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the
world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan, however, did not give up. Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he
pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire this figure and the approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction
from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that these objects are the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction
ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 215Please
note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper
for a quote.

27: "Strongest Bond IV," Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson USD 8,000 - 12,000

"Strongest Bond IV," Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson.Sculptor: Lorenzo Ghiglieri (American, 20th Century), height 20" (95 x 75 cm),
from a limited edition of 50, bronze sculpture of a Native American woman nursing a baby.As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson
acquired many beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due
to the entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured objects. He was
particularly fond of bronze sculpted figures, many of which could be found on the grounds of his ranch. In 2009, a major auction of
Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there was great excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose
however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan,
however, did not give up. Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire
this figure and the approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that
these objects are the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The
Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 547Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from
Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper for a quote.

28: Bronze Sculptural Candelabra, ex. Michael Jackson USD 50,000 - 70,000

Bronze Sculptural Candelabra, ex. Michael Jackson.94" x 30" x 37" (239 x 76 x 94 cm), polychrome broze featuring an angel holding
a nine light candelabra above a reclining man; candelabra is loose. As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired many beautiful
objects, joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the entertainer's
enormous global popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured objects. He was particularly fond of
bronze sculpted figures, many of which could be found on the grounds of his ranch. In 2009, a major auction of Michael's
possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there was great excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose however, and
the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan, however, did not
give up. Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire this figure and
the approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that these objects are
the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The Collection of the King of
Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 502Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from Southern California. Guernsey's
can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper for a quote.
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Treasures Once Owned by Michael Jackson

29: Chinese Checkers Table, ex. Michael Jackson USD 2,000 - 3,000

Chinese Checkers Table, ex. Michael Jackson.Height 29", diameter approx. 16" (height 73.6 cm, diameter approx. 40.6 cm),
Chinese checkers table on stand with bronze mounted decoration and polychrome.As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired
many beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the
entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured objects. Michael adorned
his home with many ornate and outspoken antiques which he would buy on extravagant shopping sprees at the finest antique
dealers, such as this chinese checkers table. In 2009, a major auction of Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner",
there was great excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson
fans around the world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan, however, did not give up. Determined to own some of
Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire this figure and the approximately sixty five other
sculptures in this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that these objects are the only items from the cancelled
"King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April
22-25, 2009, Lot 203Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact
with a recommended shipper for a quote.

30: Kneeling Angel Torchiere, ex. Michael Jackson USD 4,000 - 6,000

Kneeling Angel Torchiere, ex. Michael Jackson.21.5" x 11" (54.6 x 28 cm),single light torchiere in the form of a kneeling angel on a
octagonal base.As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired many beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and
amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had virtually unlimited
funds with which to purchase treasured objects. Michael adorned his home with many ornate and outspoken antiques which he
would buy on extravagant shopping sprees at the finest antique dealers, such as this torchiere. In 2009, a major auction of Michael's
possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there was great excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose however, and
the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan, however, did not
give up. Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire this figure and
the approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that these objects are
the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The Collection of the King of
Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 504Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from Southern California. Guernsey's
can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper for a quote.

31: The Footballer, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson USD 15,000 - 25,000

The Footballer, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson.Sculptor: Jim Davidson, 20th Century, 42" x 21" (107 x 53 cm), variegated patinated
bronze statue on a marble base featuring a young boy in a soccer uniform with his foot atop a soccer ball.As "The King of Pop,"
Michael Jackson acquired many beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara
County, California. Due to the entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase
treasured objects. He was particularly fond of bronze sculpted figures, many of which could be found on the grounds of his ranch. In
2009, a major auction of Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there was great excitement over the coming
event. Legal issues arose however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the world were terribly
disappointed. One passionate fan, however, did not give up. Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter
and in the end, was able to acquire this figure and the approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction from the Michael
Jackson Collection. It is believed that these objects are the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold.
Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 124Please note: Lots 1 -
35 and 51 - 80 will ship from Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper for a quote.

32: Napoleon Crossing the Alps, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson USD 30,000 - 40,000

Napoleon Crossing the Alps, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson.69" x 47.5" x 20.5" (175 x 120.6 x 52 cm), Modern polychrome patinated
bronze version of Jacques-Louis David's famous painting, featuring Napoleon on rearing horse with billowing red cape and upraised
arm, with cannon at his feet, unsigned, mounted on green rectangular base.As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired many
beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the
entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured objects. He was
particularly fond of bronze sculpted figures, many of which could be found on the grounds of his ranch. In 2009, a major auction of
Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there was great excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose
however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan,
however, did not give up. Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire
this figure and the approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that
these objects are the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The
Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 158Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from
Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper for a quote.
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Treasures Once Owned by Michael Jackson

33: "Bubbles," Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson USD 15,000 - 25,000

"Bubbles," Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson.Sculptor: Ramon Parmenter (American, 20th Century), 45" x 16" x 23" (114 x 41 x 58.5 cm),
#24/30, bronze statue on a stone base with colored patination of a little girl blowing bubbles, signed and dated "@1993 Ramon
Parmenter."As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired many beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and
amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had virtually unlimited
funds with which to purchase treasured objects. He was particularly fond of bronze sculpted figures, many of which could be found
on the grounds of his ranch. In 2009, a major auction of Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there was great
excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the
world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan, however, did not give up. Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he
pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire this figure and the approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction
from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that these objects are the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction
ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 2Please
note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper
for a quote.

34: "Bunny Hug," Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson USD 3,000 - 5,000

"Bunny Hug," Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson.Blair Muhlestein (American, 20th Century), height 22" (56 cm), bronze statue with colored
patination depicting a girl holding stuffed animals on a rotating base.As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired many beautiful
objects, joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the entertainer's
enormous global popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured objects. He was particularly fond of
bronze sculpted figures, many of which could be found on the grounds of his ranch. In 2009, a major auction of Michael's
possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there was great excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose however, and
the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan, however, did not
give up. Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire this figure and
the approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that these objects are
the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The Collection of the King of
Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 236Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from Southern California. Guernsey's
can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper for a quote.

35: Peasant w Vineyard Trellis, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson USD 15,000 - 20,000

Peasant w Vineyard Trellis, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson.20th Century, 48" (143 cm), life-size bronze statue of a peasant boy
holding a vineyard trellis.As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired many beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his fabled ranch
and amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had virtually
unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured objects. He was particularly fond of bronze sculpted figures, many of which could
be found on the grounds of his ranch. In 2009, a major auction of Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there
was great excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans
around the world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan, however, did not give up. Determined to own some of Michael's
treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire this figure and the approximately sixty five other sculptures in
this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that these objects are the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop"
Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot
495Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with a
recommended shipper for a quote.

43: The Jackson 5's First Label Contract USD 50,000 - 100,000

First ever, original, signed contract between Joe Jackson and Steeltown Records, November 21, 1967. This contract signed The
Jackson 5 to their first professional label. It was on this label that a nine-year-old Michael Jackson sang some of his first recorded
songs. This document was the first step along the path of one of the world's most famous and beloved pop groups.The first sheet of
the contract is a copy of the original. Signature sheet is original, measures 13 x 8 1/2'', and has been signed in blue pen. Dated as
having been executed on the November 21, 1967. William Adams, of Steeltown Records, has signed on both the President and the
Secretary lines. Joseph Jackson has signed the artist line. Document has been stamped and signed by a notary public. Wear around
edges of paper, as well as deep crease along bottom due to the paper having been folded. Some slight age spots. Three small tears
have been slightly taped on back.Steeltown Records, in Gary, Indiana, is best known for being the label with which The Jackson 5
got their start. Their first album, The Steeltown 45s, was released on this label. The story of their first signing went as such: Joe
Jackson invited the owner of Steeltown to come see the Jackson kids perform at Beckman Junior High in Gary. Hestitant at first, he
eventually agreed - and he was hugely impressed by what he saw. After the performance, Steeltown offered the Jacksons a record
deal. The Jackson 5 ever only recorded eight songs with the label, two of which were unreleased. In July of 1968, The Jackson 5
signed with Motown Records - a move that was controversial, as their contract with Steeltown had not yet expired.This item comes to
us from the family of the founder of Steeltown Records. This item will ship from New York City.
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Treasures Once Owned by Michael Jackson

44: The Jackson 5's First Acetate Pressing of Singles USD 10,000 - 20,000

Steeltown Records' first test pressing of the Jackson 5 singles 'Big Boy' on Side 1, 'Some Girls Want Me for Their Lover' (also known
as Michael the Lover), Side 2. Audiodisc brand label. Titles have been written in pen on either side. Recorded at Sunny Sawyer's
Recording Studio in Chicago, IL. Steeltown Records, in Gary, Indiana, is best known for being the label with which The Jackson 5
got their start. Their first album, "The Steeltown 45's", was released on this label. The story of their first signing went as such: Joe
Jackson invited the owner of Steeltown to see the Jackson kids perform at Beckman Junior High in Gary. Hesitant at first, he
eventually agreed - and he was hugely impressed by what he saw. After the performance, Steeltown offered the Jacksons a record
deal. The Jackson 5 only ever recorded eight songs with the label, two of which were unreleased. In July of 1968, The Jackson 5
signed with Motown Records - a move that was controversial, as their contract with Steeltown had not yet expired. The record is 7'' in
diameter. In this single session, the Jackson 5 recorded 'You've Changed' , 'We Don't Have to Be Over 21', the probably best-known
'Big Boy', and 'Some Girls Want Me For Their Lover.' 'Big Boy' was regarded as the best single from the session and thus selected
as the group's first single under Steeltown Records. This acetate was recorded at Sunny Sawyer's Recording Studio in Chicago. The
post-production was done at Bud Pressner Recording Studio in Gary, IN. The master was sent to Summit pressing plant in Willow
Springs, IL. In his memoir, Michael Jackson fondly recalls Big Boy's "killer bass line." Written by saxophonist Eddie Silvers, of the
band The Soul Merchants, this was The Jackson 5's first single with a professional record label. Through a distribution deal with
Atlantic, the single was sold nationally. Prior to that, it had only been played regionally, in the Gary, Indiana/Chicago area. Though a
hit in the local Midwestern area, 'Big Boy' never made the Billboard chart. 'Some Girls Want Me for Their Lover' was written by one of
the founders of Steeltown Records, in fact the consigner of this item. In this song, the lyrics primarily consist of Michael Jackson
repeating the title. This song was later re-released in 1970 in Dynamo, with the addition of overdubbed strings. This item comes to us
from the family of the founder of Steeltown Records. This item will ship from New York City.

45: Jackson 5 Stage-Worn (1972) Costume Ensemble USD 5,000 - 7,000

Jackson 5 Stage-Worn (1972) Costume Ensemble.This group of five costumes was worn in 1972 by the brothers of the Jackson 5:
Jermaine, Tito, Marlon, Jackie, and Randy. Michael’s is not included. The costumes were designed by Boyd Clopton with each item
bearing a Boyd Clopton tag.It was this year that Randy became the unofficial sixth and youngest member of the group, and laid out a
conga groove during performances.Includes: 1. Jermaine Jackson's Boyd Clopton yellow/gold knit collared top with zippered back,
brown and gold patterned chest and shoulder panel with brown crocheted fringe accents.2. Tito Jackson's Boyd Clopton black velour
shirt with rear zippered closure and large purple and gold flower pattern, and his short Boyd Clopton gaucho style cuffed pants in
white with purple and plum flower and paisley designs with gold tassels hanging to the sides. 3. Marlon Jackson's Boyd Clopton
multi-color swirled crepe top in purples, greens, blues, pinks and oranges over white. The material and pattern suggest handmade
artisan paper. It has an integrated elastic dance strap. 4. Jackie Jackson's Boyd Clopton bright red long sleeve shirt with rear zipper
closure, and Boyd Clopton bright orange and green tapestry style paisley pattern pants. 5. Randy Jackson's Boyd Clopton red shirt
with rear zippered closure as well as his Boyd Clopton short sleeve vest with stylized flower and leaf pattern.These costumes can be
seen separately or together in performances from 1972, including Soul Train and in concert. The ensemble is accompanied by the
framed picture of the Jackson 5 in these costumes. Provenance: Henry Vacaro Jackson Collection.

46: "Beat It" RIAA Gold Award Presented to Michael Jackson USD 3,000 - 4,000

RIAA Gold 45 award presented to Michael Jackson for his #1 hit single "Beat It", a single from his smash best-selling album Thriller,
which was released in February 1983. The track was certified Gold by the RIAA on May 9, 1983 for 500,000 copies sold. "Beat It"
was one of only two singles to be certified Gold from the album, the other being "Billie Jean." The track blended pop and rock and it
was notable that Eddie Van Halen played the guitar solo on the tune. Interestingly, it is reported that he did it for free. Lesser known
is that Toto's Steve Lukather, Jeff Porcaro, and Steve Porcaro also played on the tune under Quincy Jones' production. "Beat It" won
Grammy Awards in 1984 for both Record of the Year and Best Male Rock Vocal Performance. The single was also certified Platinum
by early 1989 and certainly contributed to the runaway success of the Thriller album. About the Award: RIAA Gold 45 award with all
proper components for the era: Gold frame, gold disc and gold info plate. Award measures 13" x 17". In excellent condition with only
a few minor scratches on frame and very slight fading of the matte. Appears to be an unopened back indicating a completely original,
first state award. Known as a "strip plate, type 2" award, they were made from 1975-1984. RIAA "strip plate" awards numbered in
only 50-75 plaques worldwide for any given single/album.

51: Follow the Leader, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson USD 60,000 - 70,000

Follow the Leader, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson.20th Century, 56" x 91.5" x 55" (142 x 232 x 140 cm), patinated bronze figural group
depicting four life-sized children and a dog walking across a log with foliate protrusions of a rock form base.As "The King of Pop,"
Michael Jackson acquired many beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara
County, California. Due to the entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase
treasured objects. He was particularly fond of bronze sculpted figures, many of which could be found on the grounds of his ranch. In
2009, a major auction of Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there was great excitement over the coming
event. Legal issues arose however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the world were terribly
disappointed. One passionate fan, however, did not give up. Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter
and in the end, was able to acquire this figure and the approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction from the Michael
Jackson Collection. It is believed that these objects are the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold.
Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 57Please note: Lots 1 - 35
and 51 - 80 will ship from Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper for a quote.
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Treasures Once Owned by Michael Jackson

52: Painted Metal Bell W/ Pulley Wheel, ex. Michael Jackson USD 1,000 - 2,000

Painted Metal Bell With Pulley Wheel, ex. Michael Jackson.20th Century; base 41" x 48", wheel 29.5", bell depth 33" (base 104 x
122 cm, wheel 75 cm, bell depth 84 cm); painted metal bell with pulley wheel painted black with gold highlights bolted to metal
base.As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired many beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and amusement
park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with
which to purchase treasured objects. In 2009, a major auction of Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there was
great excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around
the world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan, however, did not give up. Determined to own some of Michael's treasures,
he pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire this figure and the approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction
from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that these objects are the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction
ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 47Please
note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper
for a quote.

53: Couple of Chicks, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson USD 15,000 - 20,000

Couple of Chicks, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson.Sculptor: Jim Davidson, 20th Century, 37" x 22" (94 x 56 cm), variegated patinated
statue featuring a girl observing chickens.As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired many beautiful objects, joyfully decorating
his fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the entertainer's enormous global popularity, he
had virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured objects. He was particularly fond of bronze sculpted figures, many of
which could be found on the grounds of his ranch. In 2009, a major auction of Michael's possessions was to be held. A true
"headliner", there was great excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael
Jackson fans around the world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan, however, did not give up. Determined to own some of
Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire this figure and the approximately sixty five other
sculptures in this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that these objects are the only items from the cancelled
"King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April
22-25, 2009, Lot 11Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with
a recommended shipper for a quote.

54: Marilyn Monroe in Famous Pose, ex. Michael Jackson USD 10,000 - 20,000

Marilyn Monroe in Famous Pose from The Seven Year Itch Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson.20th Century, 66" x 48" x 31" (168 x 123 x
79 cm), a painted fiberglass figure of Marilyn Monroe with her billowing dress captures her famous pose over a New York subway
grate from the 1955 film The Seven Year Itch.As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired many beautiful objects, joyfully
decorating his fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the entertainer's enormous global
popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured objects. He was particularly fond of sculpted figures,
many of which could be found on the grounds of his ranch. Michael was a huge fan of Marilyn Monroe and showed such appreciation
with this statue and other nods to her in his life. In 2009, a major auction of Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner",
there was great excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson
fans around the world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan, however, did not give up. Determined to own some of
Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire this figure and the approximately sixty five other
sculptures in this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that these objects are the only items from the cancelled
"King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April
22-25, 2009, Lot 820Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact
with a recommended shipper for a quote.

55: A Game of Catch, ex. Michael Jackson USD 6,000 - 8,000

A Game of Catch, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson.David Ginzton, (American, 20th Century), 33" x 15" x 12" (84 x 38 x 32 cm), #71/80,
bronze statue on a wood base with colored patination of a little boy about to throw a baseball with a glove on his other hand, signed
and dated "David Ginzton 92".As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired many beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his fabled
ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had virtually
unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured objects. He was particularly fond of bronze sculpted figures, many of which could
be found on the grounds of his ranch. In 2009, a major auction of Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there
was great excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans
around the world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan, however, did not give up. Determined to own some of Michael's
treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire this figure and the approximately sixty five other sculptures in
this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that these objects are the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop"
Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot
111Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with a
recommended shipper for a quote.
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Treasures Once Owned by Michael Jackson

56: British Cuirass and Helmet, ex. Michael Jackson USD 5,000 - 7,000

British Cuirass and Helmet, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson.Plated brass cuirass from the British Household Cavalry. Helmet with white
horsehair plume contains the motto "Honi soit qui mal y pense."Cuirass, 24" x 14" x 6" (61 x 35.6 x 15 cm); helmet height, 17" (43
cm.)As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired many beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and amusement
park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with
which to purchase treasured objects. Michael often wore armor in photoshoots depicting himself as a soldier as from the distant past,
as can be seen in his use of his signature military jacket. In 2009, a major auction of Michael's possessions was to be held. A true
"headliner", there was great excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael
Jackson fans around the world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan, however, did not give up. Determined to own some of
Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire this figure and the approximately sixty five other
sculptures in this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that these objects are the only items from the cancelled
"King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April
22-25, 2009, Lot 839Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact
with a recommended shipper for a quote.

57: "Imagine," Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson USD 3,000 - 5,000

"Imagine," Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson.Sculptor: Mark Hopkins (American, 20th Century), 9.8" x 22" x 9" (25 x 56 x 23 cm), #29/30,
signed and dated 1989, bronze statue of a boy lying on ground, contemplating with a pen and paper.As "The King of Pop," Michael
Jackson acquired many beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara County,
California. Due to the entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured
objects. He was particularly fond of bronze sculpted figures, many of which could be found on the grounds of his ranch. In 2009, a
major auction of Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there was great excitement over the coming event. Legal
issues arose however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the world were terribly disappointed. One
passionate fan, however, did not give up. Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end,
was able to acquire this figure and the approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It
is believed that these objects are the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's
Auctions; The Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 394Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship
from Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper for a quote.

58: Colored Marble Roman Figural Bust, ex. Michael Jackson USD 10,000 - 15,000

Colored Marble Roman Figural Bust, ex. Michael Jackson.Height 38" (96.5 cm), mixed color marble bust of Roman noblemen,
attached to a square stepped socle.As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired many beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his
fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had
virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured objects. Michael enjoyed Roman art and adorned both the interior and
grounds of his ranch with art inspired by ancient Rome. In 2009, a major auction of Michael's possessions was to be held. A true
"headliner", there was great excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael
Jackson fans around the world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan, however, did not give up. Determined to own some of
Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire this figure and the approximately sixty five other
sculptures in this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that these objects are the only items from the cancelled
"King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April
22-25, 2009, Lot 325Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact
with a recommended shipper for a quote.

59: Colored Marble Roman Figural Bust, ex. Michael Jackson USD 10,000 - 15,000

Colored Marble Roman Figural Bust, ex. Michael Jackson.Height 38" (96.5 cm), mixed color marble bust of Roman noblemen,
attached to a square stepped socle.As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired many beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his
fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had
virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured objects. Michael enjoyed Roman art and adorned both the interior and
grounds of his ranch with art inspired by ancient Rome. In 2009, a major auction of Michael's possessions was to be held. A true
"headliner", there was great excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael
Jackson fans around the world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan, however, did not give up. Determined to own some of
Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire this figure and the approximately sixty five other
sculptures in this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that these objects are the only items from the cancelled
"King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April
22-25, 2009, Lot 325Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact
with a recommended shipper for a quote.
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Treasures Once Owned by Michael Jackson

60: At the Pitcher's Mound, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson USD 15,000 - 25,000

At the Pitcher's Mound, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson.Sculptor: Jim Davidson, 20th century, 40" x 22" (101.5 x 56 cm), bronze statue
on marble base with variegated patination, featuring a young boy in a pitcher's windup.As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson
acquired many beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due
to the entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured objects. He was
particularly fond of bronze sculpted figures, many of which could be found on the grounds of his ranch. In 2009, a major auction of
Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there was great excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose
however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan,
however, did not give up. Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire
this figure and the approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that
these objects are the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The
Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 123Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from
Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper for a quote.

61: Silver Cupid Compote, ex. Michael Jackson USD 2,000 - 3,000

Silver Cupid Compote, ex. Michael Jackson.Height 8.8" (22 cm), silver cupid compote and pair of three light candelabra marked with
a crowned C, a mark ORFE 30, and symbol marks.As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired many beautiful objects, joyfully
decorating his fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the entertainer's enormous global
popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured objects. Michael adorned his home with many ornate
and outspoken antiques which he would buy on extravagant shopping sprees, such as this compote. In 2009, a major auction of
Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there was great excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose
however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan,
however, did not give up. Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire
this figure and the approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that
these objects are the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The
Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 150Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from
Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper for a quote.

62: Rush Hour, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson USD 10,000 - 20,000

Rush Hour, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson.20th Century, 33.5" x 19" x 35" (85 x 48 x 89 cm), depicting a boy on a toy car being
followed by a girl, bronze with variegated patination.As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired many beautiful objects, joyfully
decorating his fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the entertainer's enormous global
popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured objects. He was particularly fond of bronze sculpted
figures, many of which could be found on the grounds of his ranch. In 2009, a major auction of Michael's possessions was to be held.
A true "headliner", there was great excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose however, and the auction was cancelled.
Michael Jackson fans around the world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan, however, did not give up. Determined to own
some of Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire this figure and the approximately sixty five
other sculptures in this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that these objects are the only items from the
cancelled "King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson,
April 22-25, 2009, Lot 119Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in
contact with a recommended shipper for a quote.

63: Brass Garden Font With Satyrs, ex. Michael Jackson USD 25,000 - 35,000

Brass Garden Font With Satyrs and Four Winged Figures,ex. Michael Jackson.20th Century, diameter 53" x 49" (134.5 x 124.5 cm),
brass garden font featuring four winged figures and garland swags with satyrs on base and green patination in two parts.As "The
King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired many beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa
Barbara County, California. Due to the entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with which to
purchase treasured objects. He was particularly fond of garden statuary, using it abundantly on the grounds of his ranch. In 2009, a
major auction of Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there was great excitement over the coming event. Legal
issues arose however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the world were terribly disappointed. One
passionate fan, however, did not give up. Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end,
was able to acquire this figure and the approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It
is believed that these objects are the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's
Auctions; The Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 14Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship
from Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper for a quote.
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Treasures Once Owned by Michael Jackson

64: "He Loves Me," Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson USD 3,000 - 4,000

"He Loves Me," Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson.Sculptor: Ramon Parmenter (American, 20th Century), 13.7" x 7.8" x 10" (35.6 x 20 x
25.4 cm), #27/124, signed "Ramon Parmenter, 2002", patinated bronze of a girl in a dress plucking daisy petals. As "The King of
Pop," Michael Jackson acquired many beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara
County, California. Due to the entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase
treasured objects. He was particularly fond of bronze sculpted figures, many of which could be found on the grounds of his ranch. In
2009, a major auction of Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there was great excitement over the coming
event. Legal issues arose however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the world were terribly
disappointed. One passionate fan, however, did not give up. Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter
and in the end, was able to acquire this figure and the approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction from the Michael
Jackson Collection. It is believed that these objects are the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold.
Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 227Please note: Lots 1 -
35 and 51 - 80 will ship from Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper for a quote.

65: Musketeer in Gilt Metal, ex. Michael Jackson USD 1,000 - 2,000

Musketeer in Gilt Metal, ex. Michael Jackson.10" x 3.3" x 3.3" (25.4 x 8.25 x 8.25 cm), statue of musketeer in gilt metal on a marble
footed base.As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired many beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and
amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had virtually unlimited
funds with which to purchase treasured objects. He was particularly fond of sculpted figures, many of which could be found on the
grounds of his ranch. In 2009, a major auction of Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there was great
excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the
world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan, however, did not give up. Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he
pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire this figure and the approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction
from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that these objects are the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction
ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 466Please
note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper
for a quote.

66: Seated Renassaince Girl, Marble, ex. Michael Jackson USD 20,000 - 30,000

Seated Renaissance Girl, Marble, ex. Michael Jackson.20th Century, 63.3" x 31.3" x 16" (160.6 x 79 x 40.6 cm), marble statue of a
rennaissance girl with long braided hair, seated, holding a casket.As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired many beautiful
objects, joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the entertainer's
enormous global popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured objects. He was particularly fond of
marble sculpted figures, many of which could be found on the grounds of his ranch. In 2009, a major auction of Michael's
possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there was great excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose however, and
the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan, however, did not
give up. Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire this figure and
the approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that these objects are
the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The Collection of the King of
Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 194Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from Southern California. Guernsey's
can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper for a quote.

67: Batter Up! Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson USD 12,000 - 18,000

Batter Up! Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson.Sculptor: Jim Davidson, 20th Century, 41" x 24" (105.5 x 61 cm), variegated patinated
bronze statue featuring a uniformed young boy in an "at bat" position.As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired many
beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the
entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured objects. He was
particularly fond of bronze sculpted figures, many of which could be found on the grounds of his ranch. In 2009, a major auction of
Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there was great excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose
however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan,
however, did not give up. Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire
this figure and the approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that
these objects are the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The
Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 117Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from
Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper for a quote.
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Treasures Once Owned by Michael Jackson

68: "Gloria Victis," Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson USD 75,000 - 85,000

"Gloria Victis," Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson.Sculptor: Antonin Mercie (French, 19th Century), 99" x 57" (251.5 x 147.5 cm), signed
on base "A. Mercie", parcel gilt and bronze statue mounted on a black marble socle. As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired
many beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the
entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured objects. He was
particularly fond of bronze sculpted figures, many of which could be found on the grounds of his ranch. In 2009, a major auction of
Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there was great excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose
however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan,
however, did not give up. Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire
this figure and the approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that
these objects are the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The
Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 489Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from
Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper for a quote.Mercie was an accomplished
French sculptor and painter, honored by the Paris Salon during his lifetime. In France, some of his greatest works can be found
adorning the Tuileries Garden, the Hotel de Ville, and the Musee d'Orsay. Mercie is known in America primarily for three monuments:
the Robert E. Lee Monument on Monument Avenue in Richmond, Virginia; his statue of the Marquis de Lafayette in Lafayette
Square, Washington, D.C.; and the Francis Scott Key Monument in Baltimore, Maryland.

69: "Friends in High Places," Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson USD 10,000 - 15,000

"Friends in High Places," Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson.Sculptor: Mark Hopkins (American, 20th Century), 55" x 29" (140 x 73.5 cm),
signed on base "Mark Hopkins, 2001". Variegated patinated bronze statue of a young girl watching two birds.As "The King of Pop,"
Michael Jackson acquired many beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara
County, California. Due to the entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase
treasured objects. He was particularly fond of bronze sculpted figures, many of which could be found on the grounds of his ranch. In
2009, a major auction of Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there was great excitement over the coming
event. Legal issues arose however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the world were terribly
disappointed. One passionate fan, however, did not give up. Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter
and in the end, was able to acquire this figure and the approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction from the Michael
Jackson Collection. It is believed that these objects are the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold.
Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 56Please note: Lots 1 - 35
and 51 - 80 will ship from Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper for a quote.

70: Monkeying Around Tree House Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson USD 1,000 - 2,000

Monkeying Around the Tree House, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson.Sculptor: Mark Hopkins (American, 20th Century), height 16" (40.6
cm), #58/2500, a bronze statue of children playing in a tree house, signed on base. As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired
many beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the
entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured objects. He was
particularly fond of bronze sculpted figures, many of which could be found on the grounds of his ranch. In 2009, a major auction of
Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there was great excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose
however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan,
however, did not give up. Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire
this figure and the approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that
these objects are the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The
Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 528Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from
Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper for a quote.

71: Joan of Arc, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson USD 15,000 - 20,000

Joan of Arc Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson.20th Century, height 29" (74 cm), signed "Darley 1903", depicting Joan of Arc in a cavalry
attack. As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired many beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and amusement
park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with
which to purchase treasured objects. He was particularly fond of bronze sculpted figures, many of which could be found on the
grounds of his ranch. In 2009, a major auction of Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there was great
excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the
world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan, however, did not give up. Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he
pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire this figure and the approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction
from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that these objects are the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction
ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 222Please
note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper
for a quote.
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Treasures Once Owned by Michael Jackson

72: Eros, God of Love, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson USD 10,000 - 15,000

Eros, God of Love, Bronze, ex. MIchael Jackson.Sculptor: Jean Antoine Houdon (French, 18th/19th Century), Cupid (or Eros, his
Greek counterpart) bronze figure with colored patination, signed "Houdon."As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired many
beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the
entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured objects. He was
particularly fond of bronze sculpted figures, many of which could be found on the grounds of his ranch. In 2009, a major auction of
Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there was great excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose
however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan,
however, did not give up. Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire
this figure and the approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that
these objects are the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The
Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 244Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from
Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper for a quote.Houdon was a neoclassical
sculptor famous for his portrait busts and statues of philosophers, inventors, and political figures. He modeled Voltaire, producing a
portrait bust with wig for the ComŽdie-Franaise; one for the Palace of Versailles, and one for Catherine the Great. In 1778, he met
Benjamin Franklin; Houdon's portrait sculpture of Washington was the result of a specific invitation by Benjamin Franklin to cross the
Atlantic in 1785, specifically to visit Mount Vernon, so that Washington could model for him. These models served for many
commissions of Washington, including the standing figure commissioned by the Virginia General Assembly, for the Virginia State
Capitol in Richmond, and as models for the engravings used on various U.S. postage stamps of the late 19th and early 20th
centuries which depict Washington in profile.

73: "Last One In," Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson USD 2,000 - 3,000

"Last One In," Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson.Sculptor: Mark Hopkins, 20th Century, height 13.5" (34 cm), #695/2500, bronze
sculpture of four children swimming, signed on base.As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired many beautiful objects, joyfully
decorating his fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the entertainer's enormous global
popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured objects. He was particularly fond of bronze sculpted
figures, many of which could be found on the grounds of his ranch. In 2009, a major auction of Michael's possessions was to be held.
A true "headliner", there was great excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose however, and the auction was cancelled.
Michael Jackson fans around the world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan, however, did not give up. Determined to own
some of Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire this figure and the approximately sixty five
other sculptures in this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that these objects are the only items from the
cancelled "King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson,
April 22-25, 2009, Lot 529Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in
contact with a recommended shipper for a quote.

74: Caped Musician, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson USD 18,000 - 24,000

Caped Musician, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson.Sculptor: T. de Matteis, 20th Century, 48" x 67" (123 x 172 cm), variegated patinated
bronze statue featuring a caped and helmeted young boy playing the accordion. As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired
many beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the
entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured objects. He was
particularly fond of bronze sculpted figures, many of which could be found on the grounds of his ranch. In 2009, a major auction of
Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there was great excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose
however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan,
however, did not give up. Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire
this figure and the approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that
these objects are the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The
Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 59Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from Southern
California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper for a quote.

75: Girl In Front of Brick Wall Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson USD 6,000 - 9,000

Girl In Front of Brick Wall, ex. Michael Jackson.Sculptor: Jim Davidson, 20th Century, 32" x 27" x 19" (81.3 x 68.6 x 48.3 cm),
variegated patinated statue featuring a young girl standing in front of a brick wall with a teddy bear on top of it, signed "Jim
Davidson."As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired many beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and
amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had virtually unlimited
funds with which to purchase treasured objects. He was particularly fond of bronze sculpted figures, many of which could be found
on the grounds of his ranch. In 2009, a major auction of Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there was great
excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the
world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan, however, did not give up. Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he
pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire this figure and the approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction
from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that these objects are the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction
ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 66Please
note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper
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Treasures Once Owned by Michael Jackson

for a quote.

76: "Tomboy Days," Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson USD 3,000 - 4,000

"Tomboy Days," Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson.Sculptor: Walt Horton (American, 20th Century) "Tomboy Days," height 20" (52 cm),
#2/100. As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired many beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and amusement
park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with
which to purchase treasured objects. He was particularly fond of bronze sculpted figures, many of which could be found on the
grounds of his ranch. In 2009, a major auction of Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there was great
excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the
world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan, however, did not give up. Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he
pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire this figure and the approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction
from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that these objects are the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction
ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 395Please
note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper
for a quote.

77: Kids and Tree Swing, Bronze ex. Michael Jackson USD 90,000 - 100,000

Kids and Tree Swing, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson.Sculptor: Giovanni P., 20th Century, 90" x 64" (228 x 162.5 cm), bronze statue of
5 children in a tree varigated patinated, one sitting on moving swing, signed "Giovanni P. Las Vegas, Nevada."As "The King of Pop,"
Michael Jackson acquired many beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara
County, California. Due to the entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase
treasured objects. He was particularly fond of bronze sculpted figures, many of which could be found on the grounds of his ranch. In
2009, a major auction of Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there was great excitement over the coming
event. Legal issues arose however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the world were terribly
disappointed. One passionate fan, however, did not give up. Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter
and in the end, was able to acquire this figure and the approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction from the Michael
Jackson Collection. It is believed that these objects are the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold.
Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 91Please note: Lots 1 - 35
and 51 - 80 will ship from Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper for a quote.

78: Silkscreen of Sleeping Beauty, ex. Michael Jackson USD 2,000 - 3,000

Silkscreen of Sleeping Beauty, ex. Michael Jackson.Walt Disney Sleeping Beauty Sericel, 16" x 19" framed (40.6 x 48 cm), limited
edition of 2600, silkscreen print depicting Briar Rose in, dated 1990, with certificate of authenticity.As "The King of Pop," Michael
Jackson acquired many beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara County,
California. Due to the entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured
objects. He was particularly fond of Disney characters and fairytales. In 2009, a major auction of Michael's possessions was to be
held. A true "headliner", there was great excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose however, and the auction was
cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan, however, did not give up.
Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire this figure and the
approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that these objects are the
only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The Collection of the King of
Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 1057Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from Southern California. Guernsey's
can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper for a quote.

79: "Cloudbuster Airlines," ex. Michael Jackson USD 1,000 - 1,500

"Cloudbuster Airlines," Print ex. Michael JacksonPrint by Bob Byerley (American, 20th Century), 37.5" x 29.5" (95 x 75 cm) including
frame, "Cloudbuster Airlines," signed in the plate and by hand in gold ink. As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired many
beautiful objects, joyfully decorating his fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the
entertainer's enormous global popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured objects. In 2009, a major
auction of Michael's possessions was to be held. A true "headliner", there was great excitement over the coming event. Legal issues
arose however, and the auction was cancelled. Michael Jackson fans around the world were terribly disappointed. One passionate
fan, however, did not give up. Determined to own some of Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end, was able to
acquire this figure and the approximately sixty five other sculptures in this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed
that these objects are the only items from the cancelled "King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The
Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson, April 22-25, 2009, Lot 260Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from
Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in contact with a recommended shipper for a quote.
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Treasures Once Owned by Michael Jackson

80: Hanging Out, Bronze, ex. Michael Jackson USD 20,000 - 30,000

Hanging Out, Bronze, ex. Michael JacksonSculptor: Attributed to Mark Hopkins, 20th Century, 70" x 54" (178 x 137 cm), life size
bronze sculpture of two boys on a jungle gym.As "The King of Pop," Michael Jackson acquired many beautiful objects, joyfully
decorating his fabled ranch and amusement park in Santa Barbara County, California. Due to the entertainer's enormous global
popularity, he had virtually unlimited funds with which to purchase treasured objects. He was particularly fond of bronze sculpted
figures, many of which could be found on the grounds of his ranch. In 2009, a major auction of Michael's possessions was to be held.
A true "headliner", there was great excitement over the coming event. Legal issues arose however, and the auction was cancelled.
Michael Jackson fans around the world were terribly disappointed. One passionate fan, however, did not give up. Determined to own
some of Michael's treasures, he pursued the matter and in the end, was able to acquire this figure and the approximately sixty five
other sculptures in this auction from the Michael Jackson Collection. It is believed that these objects are the only items from the
cancelled "King of Pop" Auction ever to be sold. Provenance: Julien's Auctions; The Collection of the King of Pop: Michael Jackson,
April 22-25, 2009, Lot 36Please note: Lots 1 - 35 and 51 - 80 will ship from Southern California. Guernsey's can put bidders in
contact with a recommended shipper for a quote.
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